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FORWARD

STEPS FORWARD
The strength of the Ten Oaks Project is our people. We wouldn't be here without our
campers, camper families, volunteers, communities, and all the folks who create magic behind
the scenes for all the children and youth we serve. We are committed to all our programs,
initiatives, and work being equitable and accessible, and this means continually taking a hard
look at who our campers and volunteers are, and what communities are missing. Summer
camps in Canada are historically predominantly white spaces, and our programs are no
different. In January 2017, we hired a consultant to review the recruitment, retention and
support of BIPOC volunteers at Camp Ten Oaks so we can grow as an organization and do a
better job of examining and confronting our racism and white privilege. We know this
journey of (un)learning is a continuous one, and we are excited to learn from this report and
take the next steps in creating a safer and more inclusive volunteer program for BIPOC folks.
Hannah McGechie
Executive Director

"We know this
journey of
(un)learning is
a continuous
one”

EQUITY
C

ore values of Ten Oaks Project are empowerment through play,
learning by doing, social justice, collaboration and innovation, and
people. Part of the commitment to social justice is the recognition
and reflection of the ways in which oppression, privilege and
opportunities are manifested in the lives of those attending,
volunteering and in leadership roles at Camp Ten Oaks. Equity
consulting supports leadership articulate their goals and incorporate
objectives into the organization’s structure. This review is focused
on increasing recruitment, support, and retention of BIPOC
volunteers at Camp Ten Oaks.

This report includes a review of the current
recruitment, support and retention strategies
at Ten Oaks Project. This review is based on
decolonial anti-racist framework.

“It’s no
longer a
question of
knowing the
world, but of
transforming
it”
- FRANTZ FANON

DECOLONIZING ANTI-RACISM
In “Decolonizing Anti-Racism”, Bonita
Lawrence and Enakshi Dua (2005), argue an
AP approach which does not centralize
Indigenous experience and decolonization
supports the historizing of colonization,
rather than an acknowledgment of an ongoing
colonial project which include practiced
forms of intervention which are unique to an
Indigenous experience: targeted militarized
policing and surveillance; policies of
assimilation and displacement; and, genocidal
practices by way of state violence. This
perspective is particularly relevant in the
context of Ten Oaks Project which promotes
camping culture, a practice deeply rooted in
the white imagination of ‘wilderness’.

Melissa Phung (2011) agrees with Lawrence
and Dua who place of-colour people as
settlers, but seeks to complicate the
complicity of-colour populations in
colonialism by suggesting there are degrees in
which one is a settler considering forced
migration and displacement by colonial
projects on lands of origin. Robinder Sehdev
(2011) builds on this work by recognizing
non-Indigenous people of colour are called
upon to participate in the domination of
Indigenous people through colonial
technologies such as the Canadian myth of
multiculturalism, and the foundation colonial
mythology of terra nullus. This review
operationalizes decolonial anti-racist
feminism. Specially, it uses Jodi Byrd’s (2011)
concept of “cacophony” as an analytical
interpretive tool which advocates for a turn
towards dissonance. Meaning focusing on
vertical struggles between colonial forces and
those colonized. As such, BIPOC is used in
reference to Black, Indigenous, people of
colour. Further consultation ir recommended
in challenging anti-Blackness and colonialism
specifically.

ANTIRACISM

FRAMEWORK

This review is
based on
decolonial antiracist feminism.

DECOLONIALISM
Decolonialization is an opposition to colonial violence and requires the
centralization of Indigeneity. Eve Tuck and K. Wayne Yang (2012) urge is to
recognize that decolonialization is not a metaphor, but a call to action in
recognizing there is no room for innocence in colonial violence.
Decolonization is about accountability. Aman Sium, Chandni Desai, Eric
Ritsken (2012) encourage us to recognize “what knowledge we choose to
produce has everything to do with who we are and how we choose to act in
the world.” Waziyatamin (2012) goes further: “while we have an opportunity
to realize its emancipatory potential, if we do not succeed soon, the
chances for the survival of all life will severely diminish” (p.82).

ANTI-RACISM
Anti-racism is the active process of identifying and challenging systems of
racial domination and disadvantage with the goal of equitable power. Antiracism requires a naming and interrogation of white supremacist culture.

FEMINISM
Feminism is the active process of identifying and challenging of systems of
gendered domination and disadvantage with the goals of equitable power
distribution. Feminism requires the naming and interrogation of patriarchy.

As cited in Dhamoon, Rita (2015) A Feminist Approach to Decolonizing Anti-Racism: Rethinking Transnationalism, Intersectionality, and Settler Colonialism. Feral Feminisms, 4.
As cited in Sium, Aman; Desai, Chandni; Ritsken, Eric (2012). Towards the ‘tangible unknown’: Decolonization and the Indigenous future, 1.

Historic &
Cultural
Challenges
Recruitment of BIPOC volunteers is particularly challenging
for Ten Oaks Project as the organization is culturally
positioned in dominant whiteness due to the inherent white
supremacy of camp culture, institutionalized LGBTQ
organizing, and the non-profit industrial complex.
CAMPING CULTURE
Camping culture, particularly residential summer camps,
have held an important role in national identity formation
in being considered “the defining Canadian growing up
experience” (Murray, 2008, p.6). Camping culture in
Canada originates from the colonial fiction of terra nullius.
Eric Kaufman and Oliver Zimmer (1998) refer to the
process of projecting “historical myths, memories and
supposed national virtues” onto virginal landscapes as the
“Nationalization of Nature”. This is process is most
famously celebrated through the work of the Group of
Seven who became advocates for a new nationalism based
on naturalism.
Recent studies suggest residential summer camps
continue to be a site of exclusion for racialized children,
whereas racialized children report feeling marginalized,
isolated, and considered outsiders. An exploratory study
by Ekwa-Ekoko and Bustamante (2008) found a very small
percentage of clients for summer camps are recent
immigrants across Canada.

As cited in Bustamante, K. (2008). Whose Nature?: Exploring the Link Between
Wilderness, Belonging and Residential Summer Camp Use among Canadian
Immigrants. Unpublished Thesis. Ryerson University. Digital Commons.
Cited in: Baldwin, A., Cameron, L., & Kobayashi, A. (2014). Rethinking the Great
White North Race, Nature, and the Historical Geographies of Whiteness in
Canada. Vancouver: UBC Press.

INSTITUTIONALIZED LGBTQ
ORGANIZING
Racism in LGBTQ communities is welldocumented from the use of ‘gay rights’
against Black and Brown Muslims (Puar,
J., 2007; Haritaworn, J., Tamsila, T., &
Esra, E., 2008), white dominance in
LGBTQ social services (Giwa, S. &
Greensmith, C., 2012), and the erasure of
trans people and BIPOCs in LGBTQ
history (Pritchard, E., 2017). Rey Chow,
using Foucault’s work 'The Order of
Things', proposes the micromanagement
of information and bodies which “render
the world a knowable object” involves,
simultaneously, specification and
abstraction, is the basis for positioning
subjects and objects. According to Chow,
the ascending of whiteness is ensconced
in ideologies of difference such as
essentialist sexual identities.

As cited in Puar, J. K. (2008). Terrorist assemblages:
homonationalism in queer times. Durham, NC: Duke
University Press.

NON-PROFIT INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX
Non-profit industrial complex maintain
racial hierarchies with social movements
through philanthropy reform. For
example, few BIPOC-led social activism
movements do not have access to the
resources, including white investors.
Tiffany Lethaboking and Eware
Osayande (2007) describe this practice
entrenching whiteness whereas “white
capital is circulated among white people
and works to maintain systems of white
supremacy” (p.82). Mimicking a
corporate structure, NPIC is rooted in a
white supremacist culture including
keeping accountability between white
funders and white-led social justice
organizations which seek access to their
funds.
As cited in Incite! Women of Color Against Violence
(Ed.). (2017). The revolution will not be funded:
beyond the non-profit industrial complex. Durham:
Duke University Press.As cited in Puar, J. K. (2008).
Terrorist assemblages: homonationalism in queer
times. Durham, NC: Duke University Press.

CHARACTERISTICS
OF WHITE
SUPREMACY
CULTURE
1. Perfectionism
2. Sense of Urgency
3. Defensiveness
4. Production over Process
5. Paternalism
6. Either or Thinking
7. Power Hoarding
8. Fear of Open Conflict
9. Individualism
10. Objectivity
11. Right to Comfort

Adapted from Jones, K. & Okun, T. (2001). Dismantling
Racism: A Workbook for Social Change Groups.

BIPOC
RECRUITMENT
Ten Oaks Project Website
Camp Ten Oaks has a well-designed,
accessible website. While the website is
informative, there are currently no
explicit commitments to anti-racism on the
Ten Oaks Project website. The
commitment to social justice i vague. In
addition, there are no acknowledgements
of the colonial implications of camping
culture, historic or present-day hostility
towards BIPOCs in institutionalized
LGBTQ organizing, or the oppressive
framework of the non-profit industrial
complex.
Recommendation:
Articulate Commitment of Anti-Racism
on Website
There are organizational challenges to
publically addressing colonialism and
white supremacy for registered nonprofits. That said, it is recommended for
the Ten Oaks Project to articulate the
commitment to social justice and name
anti-racism as part of these commitments.

APPLICATION PROCESS
Returning Volunteers
In the past, returning volunteers and the
Leadership Team members were not
required to reapply for positions at Camp
Ten Oaks. As of 2017, all volunteers
outside of the Leadership Team will have
to reapply for roles at Camp Ten Oaks.
The intent for this change is to open up
positions for BIPOC volunteers, while
ensuring Leadership Team positions are
suitably staffed as they require specific
skills, and longer time commitments.
Recommendation:
Open All Positions
Omitting the Leadership Team from the
reapplication process may contribute to an
entrenchment of whiteness. It may also
limit the potential for BIPOCs volunteers
to grow within the organization. It is
recommended all volunteer positions,
including the Leadership Team positions,
be required to reapply for these positions.
It is recognized the hiring process for the
Leadership Team is labour intensive. it is
highly recommended resources be
invested in making this change possible.
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Volunteer Application Form
The 2017 Volunteer Application Form is a
word document available on
tenoaksproject.org. Applicants are
requested to email the completed
application form and resume to
camp@tenoaksproject.org.
Volunteer Application Demographics
The application form includes
demographic fields such as: gender
identity; sexual orientation; ethnicity; and
“other personal identities”. The form
includes narrative questions such as: What
experiences do you have with LGBTQ+
communities?
Recommendation:
Remove Demographics from
Application Process
Questions regarding demographic
information including “communities” one
may identify during the application
process is prohibited by Ontario Human
Rights Commission. It is recommended
these questions be removed. In the
application process, applicants can
be invited to self-identify. Identities and
community affiliations are permitted to be
asked during the interview process, as
Camp Ten Oaks would be considered a
special interest organization under
subsection 24(1).

Camp Experience
The 2016 Volunteer Application Form
included a question regarding camp
experience as a staff person or a camper.
This question was removed in recognition
that many BIPOC people and people from
low-income families have not had
residential summer camp experiences. The
2017 application includes questions such
as: Why are you interested in applying to
specific roles, and what will you bring to
this position?
Recommendation:
Checklist of Skills
While removing the question regarding
camp experience is helpful, it limits the
opportunities for applicants to share their
skills . It is recommended camp-related
skills, soft skills, and role requirements be
listed in checkboxes.
Question Regarding Social Justice
In the 2017 Volunteer Application, a
question includes: “Social justice is an
integral part of our program. What does
social justice mean to you?”
Recommendation:
Articulate Social Justice Goals and
Objectives
It is recommended Ten Oaks Project
articulate their commitment to social
justice, and detail objectives. It is
recommended this question ask
specifically the applicants demonstrated
skills in achieving these objectives. For
example, a question may ask “How have
you demonstrated a commitment to antioppressive practice and anti-racism?”
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References Requested
In the 2017 Volunteer Application, two
references are requested, including one
from a supervisory capacity.
Recommendation:
Request References After Initial Phone
Interview
While not unlawful, it is considered best
practices to request references after the
initial interview process to protect privacy .
It is recommended to remove the request
for references in the application process.
List of Agencies and Organizations
Which Receive Volunteer Call-Outs
Applicants are reached online: Ten Oaks
Project website; Ontario Camps
Association website; emailed to LGBTQ+
social service providers in Ottawa and
Toronto; and, posted on Facebook and send
to Facebook groups.
Recommendations:
Invest in Relationships
Currently there are web links to Ten Oaks
Project Supporters, but no listing of
organizations in which Ten Oaks Project
supports. It is recommended Ten Oaks
Project invest in relationship building with
organizations which are not directly related
to institutionalized LGBTQ organizing. An
example of a mutually beneficial
relationship would be Positive Space
trainings by Ten Oaks Project in a
newcomer serving organization in
exchange for a workshop on working with
newcomers. It is recommended these
partnerships are fostered through regular
contact and cross-promotion of
programming.

INITIAL SELECTION PROCESS
Application processes begin in March, with
interviews in April. The Camp Director and
Assistant Director of Staffing decide which
applicants to include in the first round of
interviews.
Recommendation:
Hiring Committee and Grading System
It is recommended the selection process
involve a Hiring Committee with one (1)
AOP Committee representative; one (1)
Leadership team representative; and, one
(1) representative from the team hiring. A
formal grading strategy is recommended
for this process. It is recommended grading
be based on: skills required for the
position; demonstrated commitment to
Ten Oaks Project goals and objectives; and,
level of interest demonstrated in the
position.
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PHONE INTERVIEW PROCESS

Questions Relating to Camping Culture &
Institutionalized LGBTQ Organizing

Eligibility Questions
Standard questions in the eligibility
screening process, prior to the interview
include: “Assuming you are invited to join
the staff team, will you be able to
coordinate your own transportation to
and from camp for both staff orientation
and the camp session?”; and, “Camp Ten
Oaks is an alcohol and drug-free
community. Will you be able to abstain
from drugs or alcohol for the duration of
camp and staff orientation?” If the
interviewee states they are unable to
organize a ride, the interviewer is
prompted to inform them that there are
often staff-organized rideshares to camp.
Recommendation:
Offer Organizational Strategies to
Support Volunteers
It is recommended to offer organizational
strategies to support volunteer
transportation without prompt.
Recommendation:
Refer to Policy
Referring to the camp as an alcohol and
drug-free “community” may be isolating to
those who use substances. It is
recommended to state the Ten Oaks
Project policy regarding substance use
during the camp and staff orientation, and
ask the interviewee if there are any
challenges in abiding to this policy.

Currently, either the Camp Director or
Assistant Director of Camping will conduct
the phone interviews. General phone
interview questions include “Why do you
think a summer camp program for kids of
LGBTQ+ families and LGBTQ+ kids is
important?” The grading for this question
includes: “What they think is generally
important about camp for kids”; and,
“whether they are able to make a
distinction between being LGBTQ+ and
being part of an LGBTQ+ family”. Another
question is “Define what it means to you to
be camper centered?” The grading for this
question includes: “Their ability to
recognize camp is about campers first”;
and, “the depth of understanding they
bring to defining the term and how they
relate it to their own experience”.
Recommendation:
Use Accessible Language
It is recommended a representative of the
Hiring Committee conduct phone
interviews, and have clear guidelines for
grading the interviews.
Questions relating the importance of camp
requires an investment in camping culture
which is rooted in colonialization and white
supremacy. It recommended applicants not
be graded on their belief in camping
culture. Instead, it is recommended
applicants be graded on their
understanding of the need for creative,
specialized services for LGBTQ+ families
and LGBTQ+ kids.
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A grading system regarding camp-specific
language prefers those with a camp
background which is predominately white
experience. It is recommended applicants
not be graded on their knowledge of camp
language. Instead, it is recommended Ten
Oaks Project clearly articulate the
philosophies in which they operate and
seek applicants who are a good fit.
For example:
“Ten Oaks Project works from a campercentered philosophy. This means camp is
about campers first. Can you describe a role
you’ve been in where you have had to put the
needs of others before your own in difficult
situations?”
A grading system regarding
institutionalized LGBTQ organizing
language (such as a distinction between
LGBTQ+ families and LGBTQ+ kids)
prefers those who integrated into
instutionalized LGBTQ organizing spaces,
which are predominately white and are
hostile towards BIPOCs. It recommended
applicants not be graded on their
knowledge of institutionalized LGBTQ
organizing language. Instead, it is
recommended Ten Oaks Project be clear
regarding the philosophies in which they
operate and seek applicants who are a
good fit.
For example:
“Ten Oaks Project serves the needs of
LGBTQ+ families and LGBTQ+ kids. This
means children from LGBTQ+ families,
or "queerspawn", are welcome at camp. As
such, the camp hosts LGBTQ+ kids and
heterosexual kids. Can you think of some of
these kids different needs?”

In the interview process, questions can be
lawfully asked regarding skills in navigating
or challenging homophobia, transphobia,
biphobia, anti-Blackness, racism,
Islamaphobia, ableism, and community
building or leadership. Demographic
questions may be asked at this time if made
clear how it is relevant to the position.
For example:
“Ten Oaks Project works from an
anti-oppressive and anti-racist approach. This
means we actively try to challenge systems of
oppression which affect the communities we
serve. Can you share any of your skills in
challenging homophobia, transphobia,
biphobia, anti-Blackness, racism,
Islamaphobia, and ableism?”
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BIPOC
SUPPORT
Decision-Making

Onboarding Process
Currently, part of the staff orientation
includes an activity called Staff Circle.
This activity involves participants standing
in a circle, a facilitator reading statements,
and volunteers stepping into the circle.
The instructions include “it is your choice
whether you move in, regardless of how
other people may see you, and no matter if
the statement is true for you or not”. Some
of these statements include: being
adopted; transgender; and, a survivor.
This activity is held at the beginning of the
week with the campers. The intention of
this activity with the staff is to prepare the
staff in conducting the activity with the
campers.
Recommendation:
Reconsider Come Out Culture
This activity promotes ‘come out’ culture
which privileges those who are socialized,
rewarded, and encouraged in spacetaking. Come out is part of
institutionalized LGBTQ organizing which
relies on ideologies of difference, which
may not be conducive to BIPOC
communities. It is recommended this
activity be reconsidered for volunteers
and campers.

In the 2017 Camp Ten Oaks Project Policy and
Guidelines, the decision-making as a framework
of cooperation whereas “the Camp Director will
strive to foster an equitable tone at camp and
provide for the participation of staff in decisionmaking”.
Recommendation:
Clear Decision-Making Processes
It is recommended decision-making processes
include multiple axis of accountability, and be
clearly communicated to volunteers. It is
recommended disagreements with decisions be
clearly recorded and involve follow-up by
management to review.
What Staff Can Expect From the Organization
In the 2017 Camp Ten Oaks Project Policy and
Guidelines, the expectations of the organization
and the organization’s expectation of the staff
are detailed. The staff can expect honorariums
and communications from the organization.
Recommendation:
Detail Supports for Volunteers
It is recommended accountability processes be
detailed in this section, as well as detail
supports available for volunteers including
possible funding for required certificates,
coordination of rideshares, and letters of
recommendation.
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Staff Evaluations
Staff evaluations include a self-evaluation,
co-staff evaluation, and an evaluation by
the Assistant Director of Staffing and
Camp Director. The staff evaluation of
camp includes a prompt “Gratitude and
Constructive Criticisms for Camp
Director”.
Recommendation: Revitalization of
Feedback Processes
Framing Feedback as constructive
criticisms can be interpreted as ‘right to
comfort’ for those in power. It is
recommended the feedback process be
revitalized with the AOP Committee, with
different communication styles including
direct communication.
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BIPOC RETENTION:
STRUCTURAL
RECOMMENDATIONS
The Goals and Objectives of Ten Oaks Project

Anti-Oppressive Practice (AOP) Committee

The current articulation of goals and objectives are tiered in ‘shortterm’, ‘medium-term’, and ‘long-term’. Equitable goals including
increasing participation of low-income families in camp
programming, and promoting equality are placed under long-term
goals. This articulation suggests equitable goals receive less
investment of energy and resources compared to short term goals.

The AOP Committee review the organization’s policies and
procedures, provide feedback on communications materials, and
work with the Board, staff, and other volunteers of the Ten Oaks
Project to make sure all our programs, projects and events
prioritize social justice and anti-oppression. AOP Committee
members currently include management, board members, and staff
with the majority of those in attendance being part of majority
groups.

Recommendation: Revitalization of Goals and Objectives
It is recommended equitable goals be articulated and integrated
into ‘short-term’objectives. It is recommended objectives and goals
be articulated as to how they are demonstrated through the
organizational structure. It is recommended the structure of longterm to short-term goals and objectives be revisited with the help
of an equity consultant.

Recommendation: Revitalize Anti-Oppressive Practice (AOP)
Committee
It is recommended the AOP committee’s objectives be expanded to
respond to the specific cultural challenges of Camp Ten Oaks, and
to administer accountability processes. As such, management
should play a limited role as sitting members. It is recommended
terms of references, clear objectives, roles, committee membership,
and, accountability and feedback processes for Camp Ten Oaks be
developed with an Equity consultant.

a process

“Solidarity does not assume that our struggles are the same struggles, or that our
pain is the same pain, or that our hope is for the same future. Solidarity involves
commitment, and work, as well as the recognition that even if we do not have the
same feelings, or the same lives, or the same bodies, we do live on common ground.”
― Sara Ahmed

POE LIBERADO
EQUITY CONSULTANT

